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Abstract
Behavior of underwater sound propagation over long-ranges has been studied for
several decades. The purpose of this is to describe sound propagation phenomena in
various ocean environments. The key to understanding and visualizing is
mathematical modeling. In the ocean acoustics community, four major mathematical
techniques have been commonly used to model behavior of acoustic signal in the
ocean environment. And they can be categorized into two different fields,
range-independent and range-dependent. The accuracy of each method is depends on
the environment characteristics. Since the propagating signal can be characterized
through the mathematical modeling, it is then possible to use the propagating signal to
perform beamforming and determine the characteristic of beam output.
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This thesis describes my research on modeling range-dependent underwater acoustic
propagation behavior in the ocean environment near Kauai Island. The computa-
tional results will be used as the prediction for the experiment that will be conducted
as part of the NPAL (North Pacific Acoustics Laboratory) project in September,
2004.
In this chapter I will explain the motivation and goal for this experiment as well as
the suitable methods for solving our problem. Also, I will show the steps to solve our
problem in a flow chart, and explain the tools and concepts that are needed for our
problem.
1.1 Motivation and Methods
Conducting experiments in a very large scale sometimes is time consuming and un-
practical, Thus modeling is the solution to overcome that difficulty. To model the un-
derwater acoustic behavior, mathematical methods are the keys in simulating sound
propagation and representing signal characteristics without performing experiment
physically. In the underwater acoustics community, the major methods that are
common used for modeling sound propagation.Each method has its advantage and
disadvantages when applying in different environment and they are listing as follow-
ing:
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1. Ray Tracing :
Advantage : Very useful where computational speed is a critical factor and en-
vironmental uncertainty has more severe constrains on accuracy.
Disadvantage : When applying to low frequency problems, it leads to a coarse
approximation in the result.
2. Wavenumber Integration :
Advantage : Is computationally efficient for simple range independent environ-
ment.
Disadvantage : Needs to be modified in order to apply to range-dependent
problems.Also takes longer the longest computational time than the other three
methods.
3. Normal Mode:
Advantage : high accuracy when apply to range independent environment with
high mode umber. By dividing the propagation path into a sequence of range-
independent segments, Normal Mode method can be used to compute a range
dependent problem
Disadvantage: Takes great amount of computational power and memory space,leads
long computation time.
4. Parabolic Equation:
Advantage : can be directly applied to range-dependent environment and re-
quires less computational power than Normal Mode method and Wavenumber
Integration method.
Disadvantage : For shallow water environments, requires more computational
time than Normal Mode method.
The feasibility of each method in various environment is shown in Fig 1-1
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The blue boxes indicate that the model is applicable and practical, and orange
boxes indicate the model is applicable but with some theoretical limitations.
My modeling requirements are:(1) deep water, (2)low frequency and (3)range de-
pendent. The modeling methods that best meet the environments are the Normal
Mode(NM) method and parabolic equation (PE) method [9].
The codes that use Normal Mode and PE methods are RAM (Range dependent
Acoustic Modeling) and C-SNAP(Coupled SACLANTCEN normal mode propaga-
tion loss model).
1.2 Problem statement
The goal for this experiment is to identify how sound wave propagates in the under-
water environment with a down slope bathymetry and with that kind of bathymetry




SHALLOW WATER DEEP WATER
LF HF LF HF





LE: LOW FREQUENCY (<500 Hz) HF: HIGH FREQUENCY (>500 Hz)
RI : RANGE INDEPENDENT RD: RANGE DEPENDENT
Figure 1-1: Major underwater acoustics modeling methods
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1.2.1 Problem Solution Flow Chart
Our goal is to determine the signal received by a sonar array as function of range,
depth, and angle in the ocean environment around Kauai island.









Calculate p(rz) at each sensor in the array
Transmission Loss
Beamforming
Received signal as function of range, depth
and angle.
Figure 1-2: Problem Solution Flow Chart
input the bathymetry, Sound Velocity Profile (SVP) and other environmental param-
eters and use RAM and CSANP to calculate the pressure field p(r, z) and generate
Transmission Loss (TL). The TL plots are to help us to visualize the sound propa-
gation path from source. I will then extract the pressure data p(r, z) at each sensor
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across the sonar array as the inputs for Beamforming. Since the p(r, z) is composed
of real and imaginary number,by using the beamforming algorithm, I will be able to
determine the power of received signal on the towed array as a function of angle, and
by beamforming at different ranges and depths, thus I will be able to determine the
sonar array outputs as functions of range, depth and angle.
1.2.2 Tools
For solving our problem we need modeling codes and the codes that We are going to
use are RAM and CSNAP. These two modeling are written based on the Parabolic
Equation(PE) and Normal Mode (NM) respectively.
Transmission loss
As I mentioned in Section 1.2.1 that the underwater acoustic propagation will be
represented by the Transmission Loss (TL). And transmission loss in the ocean the
transmission can be described as the sum of the a loss due to geometrical spreading (in
my case is cylindrical spreading) and a loss due to attenuation (volume attenuation,
for example) [13]
TL = TL(geometry) + TL(spreading) (1.1)
and it's given as the ratio in decibels between the acoustic intensity I(rz) at a field
point and the intensity I measured at 1-m distance from the source, thus the trans-
mission loss can be expressed as:
TL = -10 log I(r, = -20 log's (rZ) (1.2)
I0 |p 0|
Beamforming
The purpose of Beamforming is to determine the the location and bearing of the
source. For my case, a linear sonar array is towed by ship. Whenever the propaga-
tion direction of signal is aligned with the steering direction of the array, the energy
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received by all sensors on the array should be the maximum. Based on this idea, we
can find the bearing of our source (determining range will require more sophisticated
computation). More detail will be explained in Chapter 2.3
1.3 Overview
This thesis will divided into five chapters, the layout of each chapter is as following:
" Chapter 1 Introduction: Gives the general description of the experiment and
concept that this thesis intents to present.
" Chapter 2 Formulation: This chapter will explain Normal Mode and Parabolic
Equation methods. The method for calculating array beamforming will also be
described.
" Chapter 3 Experiment Scenario and Setups : shows the ocean environment,
sound velocity profile and related parameters that will be used in the experi-
ment. Also described are the source and sonar array.
* Chapter 4 Results : This chapter shows the Transmission Loss and Beamform-
ing results generated from the modeling methods and explains the differences
between results.
" Chapter 5 Conclusion : Summarizes the result and gives suggestions on the




In this chapter, I will give reader some background by introducing the methods and
concepts of Normal Mode, Parabolic Equation and Beamforming, and explain how
these formulation fit into our problem.
A full derivation of Normal Modes and Parabolic Equations can be found in Appendix
B.
2.1 Normal mode
The pressure field p(r, z) in a Horizontally stratified waveguide with a Homogeneous
point source in a cylindrical coordinate system is
p(r.z) = an(zo)un(z)Rn(r) = u7r U(ZO) HOl(krn0 (Z) (2.1)
p(zO)
partl
and part 1 is called Normal Modes of waveguide denoted as
pn(r, z) = H,()(knr)un(z) (2.2)
Here the mode is given by the two point boundary conditions. The modal eigen-
function un(z)is determinted primarily by the boundary condition of the waveguide.
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Figure 2-1: zeroth order model for ocean waveguide
layer with constant density L- = 0, thus the eigenvalue equation will bedz-
d2u"(z) +
dz2 kznun(z) = 0 (2.3)
assuming pressure release surface and sea bottom, the solution un(z) is
Un(Z) = psin kznZ, knz (2.4)
= h r 
, n = 1, 2, 3, ...
From Equation 2.1 we know
2iir
p(r,z) = h Zsinkznzo sinkznzH1 ) (knr)
which is approximately equal to for kn r > 1
p(r, z) h 
7re 4




from the above equation we can interpret part1 as a down and up going plan wave,




the horizontal and vertical component of k respectively. From Equation 2.4 we can
see that when the mode n increases, the angle 0, will decrease (plan wave propagates
at a steeper angle).
We can also represent modes as function of depth in the waveguide. From Equation
2.4, whenever sin kanz goes to 0, the p(r, z) will also be 0. It implies that there are
points where the pressure contribution of ni mode wave will be zero. If we plot it as































Now the question is how to formulate Equation 2.3 into a form that can be unmerically
calculated for arbitrary c(z) and p(z)? Recalling that k2 = k2 (z) - k2 and k(z) =







As shown in Fig 2-4 the waveguide of depth D is divided into N even layers. So
L- ------------- ---------
iLN - ----- -------- ------
Z = 0
z = LD
Figure 2-4: Finite difference mesh approach for normal modes
h= Q. Notice that, let un(z) = qI(z) and k,,
Equation 2.3 is rewritten as
J (2
T'(z) + (-
using Taylor series expansion we have
= k, (horizontal wavenumber). So
(2.8)





- r] F(z) = 0
after rearranging Equation 2.9, we can obtain the forward difference approximation
as
V = 4 j++ + l'j , h - j -- h2 (2.10)
takes only the O(h) and we have
(2.11)hj+1 + Tjh
Inserting Equation 2.8 into Equation 2.10 we have the forward difference approxima-
tion






For the backward difference approximation, we start with Taylor series expansion as
=- h2  h3
Wy = y -W h+ 2! 3! --- (2.13)










By adding Equation 2.9 and Equation 2.13 we can get the centered difference approx-
imation
'F- - 21Q + Qjl+Oh2
W'If = l1 2'i+i+1+O(h2) (2.16)
Now, insert Equations 2.12,2.15 and 2.16 into Equation 2.8 we have












we can see that Equation 2.17 , Equation 2.18 is a eigenvalue problem in the form of
[B - (k )I = 0 (2.20)
and the Equation 2.20 has N eigenvalues k' corresponding eigenvectors pm, where












the variable k' can then be solved by tridiagonal solution or by the Kraker method.
Inverse Iteration
Now, since we have k1, we can now use inverse iteration to find the corresponding





We choose any arbitrary set of values for the initial eigenvector, say TOim = [1, 1, 1, ... , 1].
After sufficient amount of iterations of Equation 2.22, we can find a good approxi-
mation for actual value of Jm. This sufficient amount can be determined by making
the difference between the actual and approximated 'Jim small enough.
Mode Normalization
After finding the eigenvector im we need to normalize the eigenvector by applying
/c) WIp z) D /11




The Parabolic Equation (PE) method was first introduced into underwater acous-
tic community by F.D.Tappert in 1977 [10]. After his initiation of parabolic wave
equation, the PE technique has been widely used for underwater acoustic modeling.
This technique provides an efficient numerical solution scheme based on fast Fourier
transforms for solving range-dependent propagation problems in underwater acous-
tics. The advantage of the PE is that it assume that the forward scattering dominates
the energy, thus there is no need to consider the backscattering. Therefore, a a one-
way wave equation that can be solved by a range-marching technique with proper
starting field.
The standard parabolic equation using the small angle approximation [7] is
1& b 192 ' 
_1V2 akr + + k (n 2 -1)iP=0 (2.25)
For our problem, we can't use Equation 2.25 since it is only considered to be accurate
for propagation angles within 10-15 degree off the horizontal. [13]. Thus, we need
another PE approximation that can handle more wide-angled problems. Recall the
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Helmholtz equation,
-+p ap_ + k2p = 0 (2.26)09r az paz)
We define X to be an operator given by
X = k-2 p + k2  (2.27)
az p az
insert into Equation 2.26, we have
- iko( + X) - iko(1 + X)ip=O (2.28)(4r ) (r
incoming energy outgoing energy
we assumed that the outgoing energy dominates back-scattered energy, thus
= iko(1 + X)2p (2.29)Or
and solution for Equation 2.29 is
p(r + Ar, z) = exp (ikoAr(1 + X)") P(r, z) (2.30)
where Ar is the range step. By applying n term rational function expansion to
approximate the (1 + X)2 term, we then have
p(r + Ar, z) = exp(ikoAr) H p(r, z) (2.31)
and after partial fraction expansion
p(r + Ar, z) = exp(ikoAr) 1 + E Xp(r, z) (2.32)
where ac,n and 3j,n are the accuracy and stability constraints.
As we mentioned in page35, we need field starter for PE and since we are using RAM
for our problem, the self starter will be used for the Equation 2.30. [5].
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How do we get a self starter suitable for our environment?
We start by assuming that we have a line source at z = zo and in the plane geometry,
p(r, z) will be satisfied by
- + + k2p = 2i6(x)6(z - zo) (2.33)
ax Oz pOz/
Integrate Equation 2.33 over the distance x from origin we have
lim = i6(z - zO) (2.34)
x-o0+ 09x
Insert Equation 2.34 into Equation 2.33 we have
ko(1 + X)2p = 6(z - zO) (2.35)
Now, plug Equation 2.35 into Equation 2.30 , and Ar = xO, here the range step xO is
on the order of wavelength. Then we have
ikoxo(1 + X) 2
p(X 0 , z) = k0 ( 1X)! 6(z - zo) (2.36)ko(1+ X) -2
However, Equation is not qualified for our case -- "homogeneous point source" and
"cylindrical coordinate". Therefore, we need to modify this p(xo, z) to be suitable for
our environment. The self starter that meets our environment is as.
exp (ikoxo(1 + X)1)p(X 0, z) = e(z - z0) (2.37)
k 2 (1 +X):1
2.3 Beamforming
The idea for beamforming is to determine the location of a source that is generat-
ing/radiating energy [10]. For our case, we are going to use line array to get infor-
mation of received signal on array to determine at which direction/bearing where
the strongest power is. This direction estimation mathematically is same as to esti-
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mate the spatial Fourier transform of the radiation field. This kind of problem in the
underwater community is called passive sonar problem.
2.3.1 Concept
Assume that a source radiates signal outward into the farfield. When the signal arrives
at our array, the wave can be considered as a plane-wave signal s(t, x) propagating
through medium (in our case is water)at speed c in the direction of L, shown in Fig







Figure 2-5: Basic Beamforming schematic
xm(t) = s t - TM) + nm(t)
c) (2.38)
where L is the propagation direction, c is the phase speed of wave, and T is the
location of mth sensor. L - - is the dot product of - and L implies the projection of L
onto '. The total output on the array y(t) is then
(2.39)y(t) = Z amxm(t - 7m)
M
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where am is the taper function of mth sensor and rm is the time delay for the mth
sensor to receive the incoming signal. Our goal is to obtain the maximum y(t) where
all the delays are compensated, thus the signal are added coherently (no phase differ-
ence). When the maximum energy is achieved, the direction (angle) that is needed to
compensate all sensor delays rm is then the direction -ko where the source is located.
Now the field on mth sensor after delay time is compensated can be written as
Xm(t - Tm) = s(t) + nm(t - rm) (2.40)
and the total output y(t) on the array is then
y(t) = Ms(t) + E nm(t - rm) (2.41)
m
Here we let the weight am = 1 (every sensor has the same weight).And the total signal
power on array is P(t) = Iy(t)1 2 . From Equation 2.41 the signal power is equal to M 2
(M is the number of sensors) times s(t) (plan-wave signal) on each sensor and here
we assume that the noise on each sensor can is described as mutually uncorrelated
processes, thus we exclude the noise term in our calculation. However, to formulate
the beamforming, we will need to compute the output y(t) in the Frequency Domain
[12][1]. So take Fourier transform on both x(t) and y(t) we have
Xm(f) = S(f) exp j 27r (f) z. ko (2.42)
as the Fourier transform of xm(t) and
Y(f, k) = E am exp {j 27r (f) zm k Xm(f) (2.43)
as the Fourier transform of y(t). Knowing that zm - k = rm sin 0 and 0 is the
angle of propagation from the array broadside we also know that - = L. EquationA
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2.43 is then written as




Here rm is the distance from the source to the mth sensor on sonar array and let
part 1 be vector X and part 2 be vector A'. The total energy in the beam across
frequency bandwidth is the f IY(f I r)2 I df, However, since the signal from our source
is a narrow band signal and the frequency that we are interested in is fo, thus the
beam energy P(O) is now
P(O) = lY(fo I r)1 2 = I A' X1 2 (2.45)






















Sensors across sonar atray
Figure 2-6: Angle of propagation direction from array broadside
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(2.46)
since we assume this is a far field problem, 00,01, 02,... are the same.
As for vector X, it is written as X = caS + ouN,where the -, and a are the power
levels of signal and noise. To simplify our problem, we let a, to be spatially white.
So,
P(9) = [lY(f 10)121 =[A' X[2] = [A' X X' A] = A' R A (2.47)
[15] matrix R = [X X'] is called spatial correlation matrix of sensor outputs. Thus,
by finding matrix A and X we will then be able to perform beaming computation. [6]
2.3.2 Beamforming computation with p(r, z) data from CSNAP
or RAM models
To apply the matrix formulation as shown in Equation 2.46 we have to first compute
the p(r, z) by RAM or CSNAP at a fixed frequency, for our case, we will compute at
75 Hz and 250 Hz. At a given depth, we will perform beamforming with the sonar
array at several ranges R1, R2, R3 ... , R is the range from the source to 18t sensor of
array at range R. First, we need to extract the p(r, z) data at depth of z and compute
X(f I r). The X(f I r) vector is the pressure field as function of frequency at the
mth sensor on the sonar array as show in Fig 2-7, thus vector X is
X(f I rm) = [Xo(f I ro), X1 (f I ri), X 2(f I r2), ... Xm(f I rm) (2.48)
where rm is the distance from the source to the mth sensor across the sonar array and




RAM - Transmission Loss (dB) - SD=816m, f=75Hz
500
1000
P(r,z) on Ist sensor
of array at range of





Figure 2-7: Extract p(r, z) data from plot
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Also, the vector of A is equal to Equation 2.46. However, here we will let all am
(weight for each sensor) to be 1. thus we have
exp (-j 2-7 (} ro sin 9)
exp (-j 27 (}) r1 sin 0
A = exp (-j 2-x () r2 sin 9) (2.50)
exp (-j 27r (} rm sin 9)
So, plug vector A and X into Equation 2.45 and have directional angle 9 varies
from from 0 to 180, we will obtain the signal power P as function of the "angle
of the direction of propagation from the array broadside" 0, and by looking for the
maximum signal power, we will be able to identify the bearing of the source with





In this chapter, I will describe the environment where the experiment will take place.
3.1 source
The source for the experiment used to emit the signal is was previously installed and
used by the Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate (ATOC) Project and will be
used for the North Pacific Acoustic Laboratory (NPAL) project. The source is lo-
cated on the seafloor at a depth of 816 meters, approximately 8 nautical miles (14.8
km) north of Kauai at 22,34.9'N, 159, 56.9'W as shown in Fig 3-1
For my modeling, the source will send out signal at frequencies of 75Hz and 250Hz.
3.2 Seabed property and bathymetry
The underwater environment and bathymetry around the region of Kauai Island is
shown in Figs 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4.
Note that, in Fig 3-2 the yellow dot indicates the location of source.
For my modeling, I only use the area where the seabed has been surveyed in the
precision with a 1/50 mins. The reason is in order to do beamforming suitable for




















































starting point ending point
Longitude 22.349 22.5091
Latitude -159.569 -159.343
Table 3.1: Starting Point and Ending Point of the Track
very high precision bathymetry data.
In addition to the 1/50 mins bathymetry data, GEODAS also provides bathymetry
data. However, due to the fact that the data points recorded in the GEODAS are in 2
mins precision. thus, I have choose the 1/50 mins bathymetry data. The disadvantage
for using this data is that the area is very limited (the longest distance from source
to the furthest point is only about 30 km.
The total distance that my modeling covers is 29.251 Km. The starting and ending
points are shown in Table3.1:
and the sediment and water-column property are as following:
Reference velocity 1600 m/s
Source depth 816 m
Source frequency 75 Hz / 250 Hz
Sediment depth 80 m
Sediment density 2 kg/mA3
Sediment attenuation 0.5 dB/lambda
Sediment sound speed 1800 m/s
Highest mode allowed in computation 500
Receiver depth >50 m
Figure 3-5: Environmental Paremeters
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3.3 Sound Velocity Profile (SVP)
The SVP used for this modeling is







from a measurement taken near 22.5' N, -159.5 W
that the SVP should change with range, however,
Sound Velocity Profile
10 1550 1580 1570
Figure 3-6: The SVP near area of 22.5'N -159.5' W
after comparing other measured SVP, I found that the change is negligible. Thus we
ignore any range dependence to the SVP.
3.4 Sonar Array
For modeling purpose, I set the array at depths of 50 and 100 meters. For the actual
experiment, the array will be towed by a research ship at a depth of approximately
50 meters and will normally be aligned to the source such that the signal arrives from
end-fire direction. The array sensors are spaced 3 meters apart. For my modeling,
each sensor is weighted equally without any taper distribution. In actual experiment,
50
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In this chapter I will present the results of modeling the sound propagation at 75Hz
and 250Hz using two different mathematical codes. The result includes TL at both
frequencies and beamforming with source at both frequencies and receiver (sonar ar-
ray) at different depths. Also, I will discuss the explanation for the results from my
modeling.
4.1 Transmission Loss from RAM and CSNAP
Following the flow chart in Fig 1-2 the first step is to input the environmental parame-
ters as shown in Fig 3-5. And then to obtain the transmission loss at both frequencies
by RAM and CSNAP. The TL results are shown in Figs 4-1,4-2, 4-3,and 4-4.
From these figures, it is apparent that the lower modes get to travel further by
forming a "bottom bounce" bouncing between the sea floor and surface (see ex-
planation in Appendix A). Also, when the sound propagates into the down slope
bathymetry, the energy spreads out. Since the sediment thickness in my modeling is
only 80 meters, and the sub-bottom has property as rigid bottom, therefore there is
not much energy penetrates into to seabed except for the region near the location of
source.
When comparing Fig 4-1 and Fig 4-3, it is also observed that at higher frequency the
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Figure 4-2: TL plot with source at 816 meter, 75Hz by CSNAP
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Figure 4-3: TL plot with source at 816 meter, 250Hz by RAM
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Figure 4-4: TL plot with source at 816 meter, 250Hz by CSNAP
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sound field is attenuated more.
4.2 TL and p(r, z)
Following the Flow Chart in Fig 1-2. The pressure p(r, z) data is calculated by RAM
and CSNAP and are used to compute TL as shown in Equation 1.2. Therefore, I can
extract p(r, z) at points where the sensors of linear sonar array locate at while RAM
and CSNAP are computing the TL. The locations of points I need for beamforming
at both 250Hz and 75Hz in various depth and range are tabulated in Fig 4-5
4.3 Beamforming
Following the recipe in Chapter 2.3.2. After the the real part and imaginary part
of p(r, z) are obtained from RAM and CSNAP, they are used as the elements in the
X(f I rm) vector of Equation 2.48. Once I obtain the real and imaginary part of
p(r, z), the spatial correlation matrix R can be calculated.
Now, what about the the steering vector A in Equation 2.50?
Since the frequencies, the location of array sensors of are known, I only need to choose
the angle 0 matrix A.
For my modeling, I am interested in the angle between the normal of array and
direction of coming in signal, therefore, I look at angle from -7r to 7r. And the
sampling rate for my modeling use is -r/800. Insert into the Equation 2.47, the
beamforming results (in degrees) and phase comparison results by using p(r, z) data
from RAM and CSNAP are plotted in the Appendix C to N.
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Receiver at depth of 50 meters, range increment is approximately 1 km:
The range that covered by the sonar array (64 sensors with 3 meters spacing)
RAM 999 m-1188m 1998m-2187m 3000m-3189m 3999m-4188m 4998m-5187m
CSNAP 999 m-1188m 1998m-2187m 3000m-3189m 3999m-4188m 4998m-5187m
Receiver at depth of 50 meters, range increment is approximately 5 km:
The range that covered by the sonar array (64 sensors with 3 meters spacing)
RAM 4998m-5178m 9999m-10188m 150OOm-15189m 19998m-20187m 24999m-25188m
CSNAP 4998m-5178m 9999m-10188m 15000m-15189m 19998m-20187m 24999m-25188m
Receiver at depth of 50 meters, range increment is approximately 1 km:
The range that covered by the sonar array (64 sensors with 3 meters spacing)
RAM 999 m-1188m 1998m-2187m 3000m-3189m 3999m-4188m 4998m-5187m
CSNAP 999 m-1188m 1998m-2187m 3000m-3189m 3999m-4188m 4998m-5187m
Receiver at depth of 50 meters, range increment is approximately 5 km:
The range that covered by the sonar array (64 sensors with 3 meters spacing)
RAM 4998m-5178m 9999m-10188m 150OOm-15189m 19998m-20187m 24999m-25188m
CSNAP 4998m-5178m 9999m-10188m 15000m-15189m 19998m-20187m 24999m-25188n
Receiver at depth of 100 meters, range increment is approximately 1 km:
The range that covered by the sonar array (64 sensors with 3 meters spacing)
RAM 999 m-1188m 1998m-2187m 3000m-3189m 3999m-4188m 4998m-5187m
CSNAP 999 m-1188m 1998m-2187m 3000m-3189m 3999m-4188m 4998m-5187m
Receiver at depth of 100 meters, range increment is approximately 5 km:
The range that covered by the sonar array (64 sensors with 3 meters spacing)
RAM 4998m-5178m 9999m-10188m 15000m-15189m 19998m-20187m 24999m-25188m
CSNAP 4998m-5178m 9999m-10188m 15000m-15189m 19998m-20187m 24999m-25188m
Receiver at depth of 100 meters, range increment is approximately 1 km:
The range that covered by the sonar array (64 sensors with 3 meters spacing)
RAM 999 m-1188m 1998m-2187m 3000m-3189m 3999m-4188m 4998m-5187m
CSNAP 999 m-1188m 1998m-2187m 3000m-3189m 3999m-4188m 4998m-5187m
Receiver at depth of 100 meters, range increment is approximately 5 km:
The range that covered by the sonar array (64 sensors with 3 meters spacing)
RAM 4998m-5178m 9999m-10188m 150OOm-15189m 19998m-20187m 24999m-25188m
CSNAP 4998m-5178m 9999m-10188m 150OOm-15189m 19998m-20187m 24999m-25188m
Figure 4-5: Modeling set up
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4.4 Observation
4.4.1 Peak shift and Phase slop difference between RAM and
CSNAP
From the beamforming plots, it is observed that, the beamforming peak of RAM and
CSNAP are occasionally different at both frequencies. At 75Hz the angle difference
is less than at 250Hz. However, one unusual phenomena in RAM is also observed at
1.99 km,250Hz for both 50 m and 100 m depth. the peak difference deviates from
CSNAP by more than 20 degree. See Figs F-3,L-3.
From the phase plots, it seems that the phase between RAM and CSNAP do not have
the same slope for array length of 189 meters. For example, for source frequency 75
Hz, receiver depth 50 meter set, see Fig C-2,C-4, C-6,C-8, C-10. However, If I extend
the range coverage to 5 km, the phase plots of RAM and CSNAP then have similar
slope, same number of cycle and very close TL, as shown in Fig E-2, E-3 in Appendix
E. Thus, we know that the p(r, z) data obtained from RAM and CSNAP do carry
the same information traveling through the waveguide.
4.4.2 Resolution
After obtaining Beamforming results for different range increments (1 km and 5 km)
at different depth (50 m and 100 m), I use the individual Beamforming results to
construct contour plots of beamforming in order to identify the resolution of the
beam output. The contour plots are shown in the Appendix 0
With the same geological parameters (range and depth). It is observed that the
beamforming resolution increases when the source frequency increases. (compare Fig
0-1 , 0-2, for example).
Also, with the same frequency and geological parameters, the resolution increases
(peak band is narrower) as the range increment increases (compare Fig 0-4, 0-8, for
example).
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Steering angle vs Range, 75hz, 50 m
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Figure 4-6: Steering Angle vs range at 75 Hz
4.4.3 Steering Angle
From the geometry relation between the location of the source and sonar array, it
is expected that the steering angle should increase as the range increases due to the
fact that the grazing angle of the received single should be closer to horizontal as the
range goes further, and eventually becomes an end-fire situation. Not surprisingly,
from my modeling, it is observed that the angles does increase as range increases but
the increasing at both 75 Hz and 250 Hz is not steady if the coverage range is only the
length of sonar array (see Figs 4-6 and 4-7). But, regardless the unsteady increasing,
the final grazing angle at ~ 30 km is ~ 75 to 76 degree for both 75 Hz and 250 Hz.
If the coverage range is extended to 5 km, the steering angle for RAM and CSNAP
becomes identical as shown in Fig 4-8. The increasing steering angle can also be
observed from the beamforming contour plots in Appendix 0. The red stripe starts
from between 50 to 60 degree goes down to ~ 80 degree (final grazing angle).
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Steering angle vs Range, 250hz, 50 m
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Conclusion and Future work
5.1 Grazing Angle
Steering Angle vs Range Increment
In this thesis, I used two different modeling methods to find pressure as a function
of range and depth. Then I used those pressure values to perform the Beamforming
and determinate the optimal angel for steering the acoustic array .
It is found that the best steering angle for the sonar array is about 75-76 degrees
at both 75 Hz and 250 Hz. The steering angles for single frequency with different
range increment (1 km and 5 km) are identical. However, those angles are computed
under the assumption that the sonar array is aligned with the source (or end firing).
Therefor, the angle may be different if the geometrical relation between array and
source becomes broadside or near broadside. In reality, for a ship's towed array, it
is possible that array will not always be at end-fire. The different geometries will
require further study.
Steering Angle vs Range
As shown in Fig 4-6,4-7, 4-8, also the contour plots in Appendix 0, the steering angle
reaches maximum value of 75-76 degree after passing 10 km point. This implies that
the steering becomes independent from range after 10 km. However, due to the fact
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that the range that I used only covers approximately 30 km, to ensure the assumption
that the steering will not increase over 76 degree will need further study.
5.2 Future work
Although this modeling does provide results in predicting the beam output on sonar
array as a function of range, depth and frequency. There are still some areas that can
be improved and emphasized for more advance research on this subject in the future:
* Result verification with experimental data: The pressure data is obtained by
using computational methods (RAM and CSNAP), there is no "real world"
data to compare with and to determine which computational method gives
more accurate values.
" Extend the range of bathymetry: In this modeling, accurate 1/50 min knowledge
at the bathymetry only extends to a range of 30 km. More accurate knowledge
of longer range bathymetry is needed to compute longer propagation.
" Modify the GEODAS bathymetry data: the 2 min bathymetry from GEODAS
can also be used as the bathymetry data with proper interpolation modification
in order to meet the modeling requirement(3 meter spacing).
" More range point for observing the increasing of grazing angle: If obtaining
finer bathymetry is doable, it is then possible to observe the change of grazing
angle by taking more range points along the waveguide.
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Appendix A
Review of sound propagation in
the ocean
When sound propagates in various ocean environments, it is effected by four propaga-
tion phenomenas. [9]. In Figure A-1, four possible propagation paths are shown.The
RANGE ,km




Figure A-1: Sound Propagation in the Ocean
sound velocity profile (SVP) is shown as a double line. Note the different SVP in
deep and shallow water. Path A is the propagation path from a source located in
shallow depth. Due to the SVP, the sound speed increases with depth up to certain
depth and sound path is refracted toward the surface. Eventually the sound gets
trapped near the surface. This is called surface duct propagation. Paths B,C, and D
all from a source located at 500 meters. The horizontal Path B (with small angle)
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travels within a channel caused by the SVP(sound velocity increases as depth either
increases and decreases). This is called sound channel propagation. This phenomena
allows sound to travel many thousands of miles. Path C leaves the source with steeper
downward angle but is refracted by the SVP, and interacts with the surface giving a
spatially periodic convergence zone structure. Path D is called bottom bounce path
when sound bounces between the sea bottom and surface. This kind of path has
smaller range period than convergence zone propagation. [13] [9][4]
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Appendix B
Derivation of Wave Equation
B.1 Wave Equation
To begin with the derivation of Normal Modes or Parabolic Equations, it is essential
to know the origin of Normal Mode and Parabolic Equation methods: Wave Equation.
The wave equation is derived from the following equations of inviscid, compressible
fluid mechanics without heat conduction,
" Euler's Equation (momentum balance):
p + v * VV V P(p) (B.1)
* Equation of Continuity (mass conservation):
ap
-- + V * pv =0 (B.2)at
" Adiabatic Equation of State (no heat transfer):
I = PI + p' (p')2 + -I -+ (B.3)
P=PO p , 9 2 a2P
also we will define
c2  [ (B.4)
oPI
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where p is the density, c is the speed of sound in ideal fluid. v is the particle velocity,
p is the pressure and the subscript s implies constant entropy.[13] [8]. Since we only
interested in wave equation, linear approximations will be applied and only the lowest
term of Equation B.2 B.1 B.3 will reminded and we have
a p'
(9 t = -po V - V (B.5)
(B.6)1- - V p'(p)
PO
p' = p c2
Wave Equation for Pressure
time.
where partl in Equation B.8
have







the left hand side of Equation B.6. Now we
(- V P'(p)) (B.9)
and from Equation B.7, we have
p (B.10)
Now insert Equation B.10 into Equation B.9 and let p' a pand po # p the wave
equation for pressure is obtained.
1 p p =0 (B.11)
Stc2 &i2











f (w) = f(t) ejwt dw
the wave equation becomes the Helmholtz Equation
[V2 + k2(r)] 4 (r, w) = f (r, w)
where k(r) = '
B.1.1 Cylindrical Symmetric Horizontally
Environment
Stratified Ocean
We formulate the problem as a boundary value problem. [13]. Thus the ocean acoustic




Figure B-1: Horizontally stratified ocean environment
acoustic environment consists of a layered waveguide with paralleled homogeneous
layers. Within each layer, the environment is continuous on the interface and the
boundary conditions are also continuous.




Where p(z) is the density and c(z) is the sound velocity profile as functions of
depth.
B.2 Normal Mode Method
The Normal Mode method has been used in the underwater acoustic community for
many years. [16]
In a Horizontally Stratified acoustic ocean environment with a homogeneous point
source in cylindrical coordinates, the Helmholtz equation can be written as
po(r)V [p1 1 Vp(r, w)] + k 2 (r)p(r, w) = 0[O p(r) (B.15)
with addition of a point source at the range and depth, this becomes the inhomoge-
neous Helmholtz equation.
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V = i, - +iO- + tz-V r r O .z
and r = (r, 9, z) and wavenumber kz = v, we can rewrite Equation B.16 as
V 2p(r) + p(z)V [ ()]
where
V2 = (r
* V p(r) + k2(z)p(r) = -47 6(r) 6(0)6(z - zO)
r
1 2 a2
+2 092 + az 2
and now since ro = (0, 0, zo)and it is cylindrical symmetry about z axis, thus all 9
terms will disappear and Equation B.18 is now
1 0
r Or
p(r, z)E r0 + 2p(r, z)z 2 +p(Z) a9z [ 1 1 0p(r, z) +k 2 (z)p(r, z) = -47r 6 ) (z-zo)p(z) J 0z r (B.20)
Now integrate both side of Equation B.20 with respect to 9 from 0 to 27r , we will
have
1 [ 0p(r,z)1
r Br Or J +
2p(r, z) +p(Z) 1+ z2 (z p(z)J
Op(r, z)+k 2 (z)p(r, z)
az
= -2 6 6(z-zo)
r
(B.21)
the solution for Equation B.21 p(r, z) is a separable solution and the components are
eigenfunctions of range, r and depth, z, and can be written as
(B.22)p(r, z) = E a. (zo) u.(z) Rn(r)
n





+k un(z) = 0
p(z)





(B.23)+ d (1 )dz p (z)
wavenumber. Now, insert Equation B.22 into Equation B.21, we have
Sa (Un(Z ) d [rd (r)]n Izr)r dr
+ Rn Mr) d2Un(z)I~r dZ2 p(z) d ( (z)) dun (z)dz
partl
-26(r)
r ( U*(ZO)Un(Z)}p (zo)nI
On the right hand side of the Equation B.24 we have applied the closure relation.
Compare Equation B.24 and eigenvalue equation Equation B.23, we can find that
an (ZO) = U* (ZO)
p(zo) (B.25)
Inserting Equation B.25 into Equation B.24 we have
u*(z) (1
n P(Z) of-p(z) j)r
partl
dRn(r) + knRn (r)
dr +I ,() } = I2(r)r 11p(zo) n(zo)un(z)part2
(B.26)
Part 1 and part 2 on the either side of Equation B.26 are the same, thus
1 d r dRn(r)
r dr dr + kRn(r)] 2j(r)r
Equation B.27 is a Bessel's equation and the solution is
Rn(r) = i 7r H01)(knr)
where H(1)(knr) is the Hankel function.
Rn(r) and the solution for p(r, z) is
We have obtained solution for an(zo) and











Normal Modes of waveguide denoted as
pn(r, z) = H(')(knr)un(z) (B.30)
For far field problem (kr > 1), the asymptotic approximation to the Hankel function
can be used [14] and the solution is then
v 22eeiknr
p(r, z) ~ 0 e Zu*(zo)un(z) (B.31)
p(ZO) n= 1 k r
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and part I is called
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Appendix C
Beamforming Plots I, Source 75
Hz, receiver depth at 50 meters,
range increment ~_ 1 km
The following plots show the beamforming results and the magnitude and phase of
p(r, z) by RAM and CSANP corresponding to different setting parameters.
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Figure C-1: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m starting at 999 m
X 10-4 p(r,z) magnitude, source 250Hz receiver location starts at 9.990000e-01 km
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Power(theta) - Normalized, 64 sensors, 3 meter spacing, 75 hz, receiver at 50m, starting at 1.998000e+00 km
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Figure C-3: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m starting at 1998 m












































Power(theta) - Normalized, 64 sensors, 3 meter spacing, 75 hz, receiver at 50m, starting at 3 km
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Figure C-5: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m starting at 3000 m
x 10, p(r,z) magnitude, source 250Hz receiver location starts at 3 km
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Power(theta) - Normalized, 64 Sensors, 3 meter spacing, 75 hz, receiver at 50m, starting at 3.999000e+00 km
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Figure C-7: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m starting at 3999 m
x 10-5 p(r,z) magnitude, source 250Hz receiver location starts at 3.999000e+00 km8
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Power(theta) - Normalized, 64 sensors, 3 meter spacing, 75 hz, receiver at 50m, starting at 4.998000e+00 km
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Beamforming Plots II, Source 75
Hz, receiver depth at 50 meters,
range increment ~ 5 km
The following plots show the beamforming results, the magnitude and phase of p(r, z)
by RAM and CSANP corresponding to different setting parameters.
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Figure D-1: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m starting at 4998 m
x 10-9 p(r,z) magnitude, source 250Hz receiver location starts at 4.998000e+00 krn
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Power(theta) - Normalized, 64 sensors, 3 meter spacing, 75 hz, receiver at 50m, starting at 9.999000e+00 km
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Figure D-3: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m starting at 9999 m
x 10 p(r,z) magnitude, source 250Hz receiver location starts at 9.999000e+00 km
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Power(theta) - Normalized, 64 sensors, 3 meter spacing, 75 hz, receiver at 50m, starting at 15 km
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Power(theta) - Normalized, 64 sensors, 3 meter spacing, 75 hz, receiver at 50m, starting at 1.999800e+01 km
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Figure D-7: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m starting at 4998 m
x 10-5 p(r,z) magnitude, source 250Hz receiver location starts at 1.999800e+01 km
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Appendix E
Beamforming Plots III, source 75
Hz, receiver depth at 50 meters,
range coverage range of 5 km
The following plots show the beamforming results, the magnitude and phase of p(r, z),
and the Transmission Loss by RAM and CSANP corresponding to different setting
parameters.
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Power(theta) - Normalized, 1334 sensors, 3 meter spacing, 75 hz, receiver at 50m, starting at 9.990000e-01 km
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Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m covers from 999 m to
x 10~ p(r,z) magnitude, source 250Hz receiver location starts at 9.990000e-01 km
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Figure E-3: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m covers from 999 m to
4998 m
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Figure E-8: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m covers from 9999 m to
15000 m
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Figure E-9: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m covers from 9999 m to
15000 m
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Figure E-10: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m covers from 15000 m
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Figure E-14: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 50 m covers from 19998 m
to 24999 m
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Beamforming Plots V, Source 250
Hz, receiver depth at 50 meters,
range increment ~~ 1 km
The following plots show the beamforming results, the magnitude and phase of p(r, z)
by RAM and CSANP corresponding to different setting parameters.
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Figure F-3: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 50 m starting at 1998 m
x 10-5 p(r,z) magnitude, source 250Hz receiver location starts at 1.998000e+00 km8
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Figure F-6: Magnitude and Phase,Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 50 m starting at
3000 m
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Beamforming Plots VI, Source 250
Hz, receiver depth at 50 meters,
range increment ~ 5 km
The following plots show the beamforming results, the magnitude and phase of p(r, z),
and the Transmission Loss by RAM and CSANP corresponding to different setting
parameters.
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Figure G-7: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 50 m starting at 4998 m
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Beamforming Plots VI, source 250
Hz, receiver depth at 50 meters,
range coverage range of 5 km
The following plots show the beamforming results, the magnitude and phase of p(r, z),
and the Transmission Loss by RAM and CSANP corresponding to different setting
parameters.
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Figure H-1: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 50 m covers from 999 m to
4998 m
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Figure H-2: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 50 m covers from 999 m to
4998 m
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Figure H-4: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 50 m covers from 4998 m
to 999 m
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Figure H-7: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 50 m covers from 9999 m
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Figure H-12: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 50 m covers from 15000 m
to 19998 m
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Beamforming Plots VII, Source 75
Hz, receiver depth at 100 meters,
range increment ~ 1 km
The following plots show the beamforming results, the magnitude and phase of p(r, z)
by RAM and CSANP corresponding to different setting parameters.
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Figure 1-3: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 100 m starting at 1998 m
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Figure 1-5: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 100 m starting at 3000 m
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Beamforming Plots VIII, Source
75 Hz, receiver depth at 100
meters, range increment km
The following plots show the beamforming results and the magnitude and phase of
p(r, z) by RAM and CSANP corresponding to different setting parameters.
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Figure J-5: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 100 m starting at 15000 m
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Beamforming Plots IX, source 75
Hz, receiver depth at 100 meters,
range coverage range of
The following plots show the beamforming results, the magnitude and phase of p(r, z),
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Figure K-9: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 9999 m
to 15000 m
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Figure K-11: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 15000 m
to 19998 m
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Figure K-12: Beamforming, Source 75 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 15000 m
to 19998 m
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Beamforming Plots Source 250
Hz, receiver depth at 100 meters,
range increment ~ 1 km
The following plots show the beamforming results, the magnitude and phase of p(r, z)
by RAM and CSANP corresponding to different setting parameters.
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Figure L-1: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m starting at 999 m
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Figure L-3: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m starting at 1998 m
x 10-5 p(rz) magnitude, source 250Hz receiver location starts at 1.998000e+00 km
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Figure L-7: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m starting at 3999 m
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Beamforming Plots XI, Source 250
Hz, receiver depth at 100 meters,
range increment ~5 km
The following plots show the beamforming results and the magnitude and phase of
p(r, z) by RAM and CSNAP corresponding to different setting parameters.
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Figure M-1: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m starting at 4998 m
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Figure M-3: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m starting at 9999 m
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Beamforming Plots XII, source 250
Hz, receiver depth at 100 meters,
range coverage range of 5 km
The following plots show the beamforming results, the magnitude and phase of p(r, z),
and the Transmission Loss by RAM and CSANP corresponding to different setting
parameters.
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Power(theta) - Normalized, 1334 sensors, 3 meter spacing, 250 hz, receiver at 100m, starting at 9.990000e-01 km
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Figure N-1: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 999 m
to 4998 m
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Figure N-3: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 999 m
to 4998 m
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Figure N-4: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 4998 m
to 9999 m
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Figure N-7: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 9999 m
to 15000 m
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Figure N-10: Beamforming,
m to 19998 m
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Figure N-il: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 15000
m to 19998 m
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Figure N-12: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 15000
m to 19998 m
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Figure N-13: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 19998
























Figure N-14: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 19998
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Figure N-15: Beamforming, Source 250 Hz, receiver depth 100 m covers from 19998





The plots will show the beamforming contour at different frequency and range incre-
ment.
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